CERTIFICATE
PROGRAMME

WHAT IS THE BRIDGER JONES
CERTIFICATE PROGRAMME?
Bridger Jones will provide a certificate
confirming that your paper was edited by native
English speakers at Bridger Jones and, assuming
all of the changes we proposed are incorporated
into the manuscript, is ready for journal
submission. It will allow journal editors to feel
confident that the English language in your paper
has been reviewed and verified.

WHAT WILL THIS CERTIFICATE DO
FOR ME?
This certificate informs all journals that your
manuscript's use of the English language is up to
the required standards. This implies that your
paper will already be one step closer to peer
review and ultimately, publication.
When submitting your manuscript to a journal,
include this certificate as proof that the language
in your paper is ready for publication. If you
accept all of our editors' changes and your paper
is later rejected by your journal for English
language errors, you can take advantage of our
free Second Review service.

NOTE: Since Bridger Jones obviously cannot take
responsibility for any part of your manuscript we
did not edit, any changes you make to your
manuscript after receiving the final version from
Bridger Jones are not covered by the certificate.
Therefore, the certificate will have a verification
code and website link for the journal editors to
verify that the certificate is unique and is being
used for the document Bridger Jones edited.
Journal editors (and anyone you provide with this
certificate verification code) will be able to
download the version of the manuscript that
Bridger Jones returned to you.

HOW DO I RECEIVE MY
CERTIFICATE?
When we are happy with the English in your
paper (we work with you until your paper is ready
by requesting revisions and rewrites where
necessary), you will be provided with a link to
apply for your certificate. You will receive your
certificate via email.

HOW DO I USE MY CERTIFICATE?
Simply submit your certificate as one of your
documents in the journal submission process.

